Asia's biggest 3 day mobile fair to start in Delhi
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Vote for 'India's Most Popular Mobile Brand' and win cash rewards.

New Delhi. The Festival of Diwali is knocking at the door. In the time of counting harvest and
sharing happiness, India plays host to Asia’s biggest 3 day mobile fair ‘IMD - India Mobile
Diwali’. The first Edition of ‘India Mobile Diwali’ will be held from 22nd October to 24th October
2016, in hall number 8-9-10 of Pragati Maidan at New Delhi.The three-day grand gathering of
Indo-Sino mobile industry which is open for all promises to be a grand Diwali bonanza full of
cash prizes, gifts, high technology booths, smart terminals such as mobile and VR Technology
and cutting edge innovations at display.

IMD is running an online campaign to vote for ‘The most popular mobile phone brand in India’
where anyone can vote for their favorite brand through Facebook: http://top.shoujibao.cn/pc/
and win grand cash prizes of INR 100,000.

Under the great support of Indian Government DeitY, Trade association, grand mobile brands
and many members of mobile industry chain, ‘India Mobile Diwali’ is being promoted jointly for
the development of India’s mobile industry from the industry chain to final product and supplying
customers with better ‘India made’ products.
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“Chinese companies are excited to be a part of the 'Make in India' campaign and establish
mobile handset & component manufacturing facilities in India. I'm sure that IMD will open ample
opportunities to network and join hands and further strengthen investments in India.” shared
Lingyun Wu, CEO, Mobile World (Shoujibao), Shenzhen & Organizers of India Mobile Diwali.

The Grand first edition of ‘India Mobile Diwali’ is an annual gathering of India and China’s
mobile industry with international influence, ‘Rooted in India’, radiated to South East Asia and
oriented to the globe. One of the key highlights of ‘India Mobile Diwali’ will be the public voting
for ‘India’s most popular mobile brand’ followed by a spectacular award ceremony. Indian
government leaders, officials of Chinese Embassy in India and heads of more than 200 popular
mobile brands will also gather to witness the glorious moments in the mobile industry.

More than 200 mobile phone brands from China & India, 1000 dealers, 10,000 professional
visitors per day, 500 million for the site order scale, 200 enterprises in the supply line, 100+
Under the great support of Indian Government DeitY, Trade association, grand mobile brands
and many members of mobile industry chain, ‘India Mobile Diwali’ is being promoted jointly for
the development of India’s mobile industry from the industry chain to final product and supplying
customers with better ‘India made’ products. High level delegation comprising senior officials
from the entire gamut of Chinese & Indian Mobile Handset Companies / Component
Manufacturers are likely to participate in India Mobile Diwali Expo with a distinct objective to
collaborate and explore Manufacturing / JV / Investment opportunities in India.
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